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Dear readers,

Now in its third generation, MOTOREX is
proud to be a Swiss family run corporation.
We do not view tradition and progress as contradictory, but as a challenge that has lasted
86 years. We have created over 215 jobs and
are still brimful with enthusiasm and energy.
Each day we renew our efforts with the aim of
sustaining our autonomy and, more importantly,
of serving you – our customers at home and
abroad. We continue to live out the pioneering
vision of our forebearers, and strive to create
an even better company.
In this anniversary issue we will be showing you
how tradition nurtures progress. After presenting
our environmental policy in the last issue, this
time we’ll be introducing you to MOTOREX’s
corporate philosophy. Have you already heard
about our latest LongLife motor oils with inhouse approvals? Do you know how MOTOREX
products are used to whirl screw threads?

What’s new MOTOREX is skillfully catering
for another market segment:its new MOTOREX ATV
QUAD 4T 4-stroke motor oil targets the growing
global all-terrain vehicle market.

MOTOREX industrial seminars
6

Four wheels better:
MOTOREX ATV QUAD 4T
4-stroke motor oil
7

INSIDE
The BUCHER-MOTOREX group’s
new corporate philosophy
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Motor oils They are at their best where
the stress is high:As a design factor,state-of-the-art
motor oils have a major influence on the latest
engine technologies and high-tech materials.

MOTOREX is not old-fashioned in business.
We are a family business which enjoys working
and growing with you to discover new, innovative
products and services. After all, you have always
been the starting point of our success – and we
want to thank you for that!
Innovation is the spark in the engine
of the economy.

EUROBIKE 2003:
a cycling enthusiast’s paradise

WHAT’S NEW

Photo: supplied Presse VW

Today we are celebrating a special occasion:
this is the 70th edition of the MOTOREX magazine.
When we printed our first edition in June 1981,
we were worried that we would run out of interesting subjects for our magazine. Now,
22 years later, we can still find plenty to say
about many different subjects.

MOTO LINE: a new arrival
in New Zealand
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High stress levels
for motor oil and engine
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To the polar ice caps and back
with the ice breaker Polarstern
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INDUSTRY

Thread whirling is not
just highly cost-effective and accurate,it also
opens up a whole new
range of options for the
series machining of
small stainless steel and
titanium parts.

Cool ideas
Did you know...
Comic
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Cost-efficient and accurate:
the astonishing technology
of thread whirling
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News
MOTOREX bags racing wins galore
With the 2003 racing season at an end,
MOTOREX has every reason to celebrate. No less than 8 world championship titles and 2 world championship
runner-up titles are impressive proof of
the Swiss lubricant manufacturer’s professional commitment to racing. Everyone on the racing circuit is talking about
MOTOREX this year, not least due to
the company’s relationship with KTM.
You can re-live the
excitement of the
2003 season and
read all the results in the special
“MOTOREX
Paddock Report”
enclosed with this
magazine.

Record attendance
at EICMA 2003
Only a short time after the invitations
were sent out, all the available exhibition spaces at the 61st EICMA in Milan
were booked out – an auspicious sign
for the exhibitors, who came from all
over the world to display their goods.
MOTOREX was there too, of course,
showing its MOTO LINE and BIKE
LINE, both of which increased their
international market share during 2003.
The reward for all the hard work was
748,987 visitors, a new record for the
fair.
Congratulations to all concerned!

PROFILE O-XL was developed for
Opel’s latest generation of ultra-modern
engines. It complies with the company’s
GM-LL-A-025 (for gasoline engines,

max. 30,000 km or 2 years)
and GM-LL-B-025
(for diesel engines,
max. 50,000 km or
2 years) standards and
thus satisfies the requirements for Opel’s EcoService-Flex extended
service interval. The
manufacturer’s specifications should also,
of course, be observed.

This trend is the result of new casting
processes and reduced wall thicknesses.
MOTOREX’s new ANTIFREEZE G30
PLUS has been specially designed for
high-performance aluminum engines and
offers long-term protection against corrosion and deposits. The new formulation
supersedes the current MOTOREX
ANTIFREEZE PROTECT G30.
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MOTOREX WIPE & CLEAN even removes troublesome silicon deposits, shifts
dirt and cleans without leaving a single smear. It quickly thaws out iced-up windshields and effectively protects them against refreezing. WIPE & CLEAN is available in handy 2-liter disposable sachets or bulk containers.

A new arrival in New Zealand:
MOTOREX MOTO LINE
Heytrack has found a particularly impressive way of proving to its countrymen that MOTOREX’s state-of-the-art
Swiss-made motorbike lubricants and
products are head and shoulders above
the rest. The well known KTM national
motocross team – currently on a seemingly unstopable roll – famously uses
MOTOREX products.
Congratulations to New Zealand
on making such a good choice!

Keeping up to date:
MOTOREX industrial seminars
This year MOTOREX hosted several international industrial seminars on the subject
of “perspectives for a demanding future”.
The seminars attracted lively interest from
specialists in Switzerland and abroad.
The presentations on highly topical subjects
were combined with impressive demonstrations at the MOTOREX plant. Participants
naturally also had the opportunity to find out
about the latest products from machine
and tool manufacturers and the most recent
advances in the world of process control
and machining fluids.

EUROBIKE 2003: a cycling enthusiast’s paradise

New radiator protection: MOTOREX ANTIFREEZE G30 PLUS
As modern aluminum engines become
even more powerful, so are their engine
blocks are becoming even lighter.

Just in time for winter; MOTOREX
is launching its citrus-scented WIPE &
CLEAN ready-to-use screen wash,
which offers antifreeze protection even at temperatures as low as – 22° C.
In addition MOTOREX WIPE & CLEAN biodegrades rapidly and is ideal for
vehicles with fan nozzles.

New Zealand lies
some 1,600 km southeast of Australia.
The country consists
of two main islands –
North and South – plus a number of smaller inhabited and uninhabited islands.
MOTOREX’s MOTO LINE – already an
international success story – caught the eye
of KTM’s official New Zealand importer,
Heytrack Pty. Ltd. of Auckland, and is now
proving to be a hit there too.

LongLife approval from OPEL/GM
MOTOREX PROFILE motor oils are
custom-designed to meet the requirements of particular vehicle manufacturers,
so MOTOREX was delighted that
Opel/GM gave LongLife approval to its
PROFILE O-XL SAE 5W/30 synthetic
performance motor oil.

MOTOREX WIPE & CLEAN: D E G R A D A B L E
Clear vision at low temperatures

MOTOREX ANTIFREEZE G30 PLUS
contains no nitrites, phosphates, amines
or silicates and is the flagship product in
MOTOREX’s antifreeze range.
With a maximum service life of up to
4 years, or as specified by the vehicle
manufacturer, it is an excellent choice.
Any questions? Then contact the
MOTOREX customer service, who will
be glad to help.

Once again EUROBIKE
lived up to its reputation
as Europe’s number
one event for the bicycle
business, attracting
bicycle dealers from all five continents
to the Friedrichshafen trade fair center
in Germany. Both attendance and number of exhibitors were up from last year:
around 23,500 business visitors and
20,000 cycle enthusiasts visited the fair
during its four-day run.
On MOTOREX’s original stand, the
spotlight was on the company’s compre-

hensive BIKE LINE range. Several of
MOTOREX’s European importers and
a number of VIPs from the world of cycling
also came to see what the Swiss visitors
had to offer.
The majority of the exhibitors were particularly impressed by the mix of nationalities
and the large range of products on display –
in short all the things that make EUROBIKE the special event that it is today.
EUROBIKE 2004 will be taking place
in Friedrichshafen from September 2 – 5
next year. See you there!
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W h a t ’s n e w

Inside

The United States is experiencing an

We – the employees of MOTOREX –

ATV (all-terrain vehicle) craze, with

hold the fate of our group

ATVs to be seen clambering over hills

in our hands. The ten MOTOREX

everywhere. MOTOREX’s ATV QUAD

corporate values will be our guide

4T fills another market niche.

as we head into the future.

Photos: AD Bachmann AG, KAWASAKI

Four wheels better: MOTOREX ATV QUAD 4T

Thanks to top-quality basic ingredients,
MOTOREX ATV QUAD 4T is also suitable
for sporting applications.

ATVs can be fitted with a wide variety
of ancillary equipment and they always

10
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find their way even in rough terrain.

Regardless of whether they’re a fashionable piece of sports gear or a trusty work
horse, ATVs – or quad bikes as they are
also known – are essentially four-wheeled
motorbikes. Designed as utility vehicles,
ATVs often have all-wheel drive and can
be fitted with a variety of implements.
These practical all-rounders are often
used for work on rough terrain. However,
they also make ideal leisure-time vehicles
and can be tremendous free-time fun for
one or two riders.

Leading through experience
BUCHER MOTOREX has been producing motor oils since 1946 and, with this
huge wealth of knowledge at its fingertips,
knows just what is needed for various
applications. MOTOREX ATV QUAD
4T, the company’s new semi-synthetic
four-stroke high-performance motor oil
with its all-year SAE 10W/40 viscosity,
incorporates all MOTOREX’s profound
expertise and many years of experience in
motorbike applications – after all, it was
this combination that gave the engine
lubricant the characteristic properties it
needs for use in ATVs.
Formulated around a paraffin-based base
oil combined with the latest generation of
additives, MOTOREX ATV QUAD 4T
guarantees a high shear stability, rapid distribution at low temperatures and high

safety reserves. The high-quality base
components also afford lasting protection
against corrosion and oxidation to all
parts in the oil circuit.

Optimum clutch behavior
Heavily loaded wet clutches are extremely
unforgiving of suboptimal lubricants. In
ATVs, the engine, gearbox and clutch often
all share the same oil, which means that the
fluid used has to be versatile. MOTOREX
ATV QUAD 4T offers
• excellent protection against wear
• optimum lubrication film at all
temperatures
• high performance
• ideal coefficient of friction for wet
clutches
• good cold-start behavior
• outstanding sheer stability
• JASO-MA-tested

Practical design
MOTOREX’s innovative strength is eloquently expressed in its forward-looking
1-liter oil container with built-in filler.
If you are a believer in high quality standards, you’ll find that MOTOREX has
just the right product for ATVs.
Your MOTOREX partner will be happy
to advise you.

The BUCHER-MOTOREX group’s corporate philosophy
Shared determination: our ten MOTOREX corporate values:
• Our beliefs
We want to be personal, correct, committed and remain unique as MOTOREX.

• Maintaining our independence
Proud to be an independent family run Swiss company with strong, deep roots, we continue to live
out the vision of our founders. We are dedicated to maintaining our autonomy.

• Living out honesty and credibility
Our employees maintain honest and open relations with each other, with customers, with suppliers
and with everyone who is associated with our business.

• Customers as employers
Customers are at the center of everything we think and do. We generate benefits for our customers
by offering them Swiss-made quality products from Langenthal and good services. We aim to be
a professional partner and to find solutions whenever we can.

• Living out entrepreneurial leadership

Part of a happy life:
Commitment and mutual respect
for workplace values.

We live out what we demand of others and uphold our good reputation through integrity.
Our employees act entrepreneurially and embrace responsibility. Complaints and problems are
dealt with openly and rapidly.

• Showing leadership
We are not content with what we have achieved because we can always improve. We strive
for long-term, healthy growth. Success makes our group attractive and secure for employees
and business partners.

• Encouraging innovation and creativity
We thirst for action, and embrace chances and the opportunity to find new solutions or products.
We encourage our employees’ creativity and will continue to surprise with our innovations.

• Social responsibility
As part of the global community, we take our social responsibility seriously. Our group is earningsfocused so that we can reinvest in sustainable development and secure jobs.

• Shaping our environment
We support a liberal economy and uphold the democratic rule of law. Environmental protection
is important to us, and we respect MOTOREX’s environmental policy.

• Summary
We all work in a good company and we’re proud of it!

We are the company with the MOTOREX-green barrels.

Hard work is not a burden if conditions
are right. At MOTOREX this goes without
saying!
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Motor Oils

engine. Only customized high-tech
motor oils are up to the job.
We tell you why.

High-Power from barrel to engine
The V6 gasoline engine in your new car
quickly revs up to top speed, its pistons
zipping up and down the cylinder at
speeds of up to 90 km/h. If it weren’t
for the piston rods and crankshafts holding them firmly in place, these pistons
would reach the eighth story of an apartment block in just one second.

“3, 2, 1 – blast off!” Ever faster pistons
make new demands on the materials and
lubricants used in engines.

1. Car oil load rating
1971 – 2004
Trend: rising

0

Audi TT 3.2 V6
184 kW/5.5 l

Renault Clio Sport 3.0 V6
187 kW/5.5 l

Citroën C3 1,6i 16V
Pluriel 80 kW/4.5 l

10

VW Beetle 1971
32.3 kW/2.5 l

20

Smart Roadster
60 kW/2.7 l

30

Opel Signum 3.2 V6
155 kW/4.75 l

40

HONDA NSX 3.2 V6
206 kW/5.0 l

50

A comparison of vehicle models,
ratings in kW and oil content in litres
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21, 22, 23... the piston travels 25 m every
second, outstripping even the fastest
elevator (typical speed 2 m/s). Meanwhile,
you are enjoying driving your car. The
fact that you are doing so, means that
everything is running smoothly. The type
of motor oil that you are using, plays an
important part in your car’s engine. Fast
moving molecules of the lubricant ensure
that the metal surfaces of the piston and
cylinder never come into physical contact
even at 25 m/s, but instead slide hydrodynamically against each other. The
motor oil also has the job of providing
optimum lubrication for everything that
needs it.

Increasing performance per liter
The hood of your car conceals technical
marvels. Today more power is being
produced with less engine. The benchmarks for the lubricants used in modern
engines are high – very high in fact. Conventional engine oils fall short of the

mark. Heavily stressed engines require
custom formulations that have proven
their value in both laboratory and real-life
settings.
The oil load rating, which is the quotient of the engine rating in kW and the
engine’s oil capacity in liters expressed
in kW per liter (see graphic 1), delivers
impressive proof of the massive increase
in stress to which motor oils are subject.
In 1971 a 44 hp (32.3 kW) VW Beetle
chugged merrily along with 2.5 liters of
oil – a load rating of 13 kw/l. These days
an Audi TT with a 3.2-liter V6 engine
generating 184 kW needs 5.5 liters of oil.
Its load rating is no less than 33 kw/l!

Fun driving and the good feeling that
comes from knowing you’re using less fuel
– both are now possible with novel
SAE 0W/30, SAE 0W/40, SAE 5W/30 or
5W/ 40 super-low viscosity motor oils.
An increasing number of vehicle manufacturers have jettisoned the old ACEA A3/B3
limit and its minimum HTHS viscosity
of 3.5 mm2/s and are demanding HTHS
values significantly below 3.5 mm2/s
(HTHS stands for high temperature, high
shear; it refers to the viscosity of an oil at
150°C and a high velocity between the piston and cylinder, see also graphic 3).

A master chef can delight diners only if
he has the best ingredients for his creations. This simple rule also applies to our
chemists and engineers. It needs specially
selected base fluids, the ideal additives
and close collaboration with famous
engine manufacturers to create formulas
that merit official, documented approval
from companies such as VW/AUDI,
BMW, DAIMLER-CHRYSLER,
PORSCHE and VOLVO. The biggest
decision is the choice of base fluid within
the internationally standardized classes
1 to 4 (see graphic 2).

Faster, ever more power with no extra
weight, minimum emissions… Where is
the future leading us? In the United
States, the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) has pushed through legislation on zero emission vehicles (ZEV).
By 2018 up to 16% of all new vehicles
will have to be completely emission-free.
At present zero emissions are only possible only with electric motors. The future
development of the gasoline engine will
be determined by huge reductions in
emissions and substantially reduced fuel
consumption. Technical solutions have
already been found to enable diesel car
engines to comply with EU4 requirements, which will come into force in
2005, and some of these solutions have
already been implemented. As for EU5,
although it is scheduled to take effect in
2010, it will certainly come into force
earlier.

Engine technology is now deliberately
pushing back its own limits, and with them
the limits of lubricant chemistry. Since
the clearance between piston and cylinder
ranges from 2 to 10 thousandths of a
millimeter, the lubricating film is compressed to 2 – 5 mm. The oils must also
provide perfect lubrication at 250°C all
the way up to the head land. Super-class
motor oils such as these can only be formulated using fully synthetic and synthetic
performance base fluids and sophisticated
additive systems.

4. Car exhaust emissions, EU3 to EU5

High power in MOTOREX barrels
and in your engine!
MOTOREX’s specialists are embracing
this challenge and will continue to blaze
a trail with their forward-looking inventions.
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Only the best ingredients

Step by step toward ZEV?

Engines and motor oils: a performance
partnership that goes hand in hand
(see graphic 4).
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Motor Oils
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Re p o r t

Re p o r t

For the polar researchers of the Alfred

However, the sea ice is not just directly
examined by scientists. A number of indirect methods, such as remote satellite
exploration, radar, under-ice sonar and
air assisted explorations from helicopters
and aircraft, are also used.

Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine
Research (AWI) in Bremerhaven,
the arctic wilderness is the ideal place
to collect valuable environmental
information. To get there, they use the

Nature and technology –
two worlds collide

most modern research vessel in the
world – the “Polarstern” (Polar Star).

Photo: H.Baesmann (AWI)

To the polar ice caps and back

This is where the Polarstern is steered on its
course using a combination of ultramodern
aids, years of experience and a lot of skill.

6:31 a.m.: the four marine diesel engines
throb as their combined 20,000 hp propels the Polarstern at a steady five knots
through the frozen sea around the Spitzbergen archipelago off Norway. The ice,
which can be up to 1.5 meters thick,
shatters like glass under the force of the
ship’s bow. Among the party on board are
a group of scientists from the Hamburg
Ship Model Basin (HSVA). They are
the people that make ice breakers like
the Polarstern fit for their jobs. The
Polarstern has successfully completed
32 arctic missions since it was commissioned in 1982.

In the service of humanity

Scientists skillfully drill out a sample of sea
ice. Shortly afterwards these will be tested
in one of the Polarstern’s laboratories.
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The chief goal of the Polarstern’s scientific work is to improve our understanding of the relationships between the
ocean, ice and atmosphere, the flora and
fauna of the Arctic and Antarctic, and
the story of how the polar ice caps and
seas came to be as they are today. Since
these regions have an enormous impact
on our earth’s climate, the AWI is keenly
interested in the changes taking place
there. However, our group of shipbuilders is interested in the composition
of the various ice layers. Sea ice research,
and particularly the work that has to be
done on the ice, requires a large amount
of logistical preparation.

With the exception of coastal Antarctic
stations, ice breakers are the only way of
getting through a sea made of ice. But
even these hugely powerful ships often
have to admit defeat when faced with
meter-thick pack ice. This being said, the
steel colossus is more often slowed down
by momentum-sapping snow than by ice.
Should this happen, the ship has a helicopter which researchers can use to get
where they want to go. But this time
everything is fine and the researchers
descend to the ice by the gangway.

Drilling and sawing in ice
Most samples are taken using a drill,
which cuts two cylindrical cores from the
ice. Motorized drills are generally used,
but the scientists frequently have to resort
to hand drills. Immediately after they
have been drilled out, the samples are
sawn up, packed in plastic boxes and deep
frozen so that they can be analyzed in
original condition. If there is enough
time, this work can be done on ship,
or even on the ice. For most biological
and chemical tests, however, the samples
have to be allowed to melt first, since
many measurements (organism population, nutrients, salt content and chlorophyll) can only be performed with water
and not with ice.

Anyone who sees the Polarstern cutting
a path through the ice cannot help but
notice the crass collision of two worlds,
as the arctic – at first glimpse a wasteland,
yet still teeming with life in so many
forms – encounters the technological
marvel that is the research vessel. With
nine laboratories, the Polarstern is perfectly equipped for biological, geological,
geophysical, glaciological, chemical,
oceanographic and meteorological research. Additional lab containers can be
stowed on or under the deck. Refrigerated stores and aquariums mean that samples and live marine creatures can be
transported back to Bremerhaven.
Cranes and winches bring research and
measurement equipment up from the
hold and lower them to great depths.
It goes without saying that a wide variety
of lubricants are needed and that these do
their duty reliably.

Special echosounding equipment that can
measure depths of up to 10,000 meters
and penetrate up to 150 meters into the
sea bed is available for scientific investigations. The on-board computer system
is constantly recording and storing
meteorological, oceanographic and any
other data that might be required.
As a double-hulled ice breaker, the Polarstern can operate even when outside temperatures are as low as – 50° C and can
overwinter in the ice of the polar seas if
required. The vessel has a maximum crew
of 44 and also offers working facilities for
up to 50 scientists and technicians.

“Fishing” for ice: it takes skill to hoist
a block of slippery pack ice on board of
the Polarstern.

With their ice samples in the refrigerated
store and the first results on their laptops,
the HSVA researchers start to make their
way back home and to warmer waters.
Interesting links:
www.awi-bremerhaven.de
and www.hsva.de

If neither the Polarstern nor the ski-doos
can get any further, it’s time to call in the
helicopter.

Technical data of the Polarstern
Built by

Howaldtswerke/Deutsche Werft,Kiel
Werft Nobisburg,Rendsburg (Germany),1982

Ice breaking design

Hamburg Ship Model Basin

Overall length

118 m

Maximum beam

max. 25 m

Height to main deck

13.6 m

Maximum draught

max. 11.21 m

Displacement at maximum draught

17,300 t

Weight of empty ship

11,820 t

Engine output (4 engines)

approx. 14,000 kW (20,000 hp)

Maximum speed

16 knots

Although apparently barren, the arctic ice
desert occasionally produces big surprises
close to the Polarstern.
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larity. And there is no shortage of convincing reasons to explain this
popularity: Whirling is not just more cost-efficient and accurate than
conventional thread milling, the technology has for the first time made it
possible to machine very small internal and external threads on stainless
steel or titanium parts.
It’s hardly surprising, then, that in the
prestigious dental and medical technology
industry, about 60% of all screw threads
are manufactured by whirling. This type
of modern thread application has become
widespread in other industrial sectors too,
for example bar turning and the watchmaking industry. As with other machining

Using a special whirling tool this
18.8 stainless steel bone screw can be
manufactured with total accuracy in
just one machining process.

How does whirling work?
+X
Depth adjustment

+A
Workpiece

+C

+Y

The essential difference between external
and internal whirling is that in external whirling,cutting is directed inwards rather than
outwards – or to put it differently,whirling
is milling with annular-toothed heads.
The whirling head,which in the case of external whirling resembles a ring,determines the
speed of cutting.
It is eccentrically mounted and rotates at high
+Z
speed around the slowly rotating workpiece.
Here the appropriate longitudinal workpiece
rotary feed and tool carrier feed for the
thread pitch are assigned using an NC feed.
Whirling produces short burrs with commashaped ends.

Inclination angle

10
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Whirling ring

processes, a flawless and cost-effective
end product can be achieved with whirling only if the basic factors of machine
tool, tool and machining fluid are perfectly attuned.

Solid carbide special tools
Today’s modern whirling tools embody
a wealth of expertise accumulated in the
course of decades of experience. Friedrich
GLOOR AG of Lengnau in Switzerland
is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers
of solid carbide special tools, offering a
successful and broad range of internal and
external whirling tools in addition to a
large number of mostly bespoke tools.
In developing miniature internal thread
whirling heads for the series production
of titanium or stainless-steel internal
threads (from M1 = 1.00 mm diameter)
on CNC machining centers or lathes,
Friedrich GLOOR AG solved a major
challenge and revolutionized the market.
It is now possible to manufacture finished
parts in a single process with no supple-

Logarithmic relief a specialty
All milling heads manufactured by Friedrich GLOOR AG have logarithmic relief
and maintain a constant profile shape
until the head is completely worn out.
The relief and tooth face angles remain
totally constant (at the tooth face) even
after resharpening, guaranteeing ideal
cutting conditions throughout the head’s
entire service life. A special manufacturing process means that logarithmic relief
can be incorporated into even the most
complex profile shapes.
Whirling is a continuous cutting process.
Because it only produces short burrs, hard
metals with a high proportion of carbides
and nitrides can be used for the tools.
As a result, their service lives are impressively long. The miniature internal thread
whirling heads with logarithmic relief
have extremely strong tooth backs, which
further increase the tools’ service lives
and productivity.

Extremely important machining fluids
With current levels of vertical integration
and today’s manufacturing technology,
efficient metal machining is only possible
with machining fluids that are perfectly
matched to the machining process.
As manufacturing speeds and the quality
of the materials being machined increases,
so in-depth knowledge of the available

Its MOTOREX SWISSCUT
ORTHO 400 chlorine- and heavy
metal-free high-performance cutting oil has been a huge hit.
With its high-tolerance lubricating film and total stability over
an extremely wide temperature
range, it is ideal for high feed
and cutting rates.
The basic fluids are lowaromatic, solvent-refined
base oils combined with
synthetic active constituents and special additives. This increases the
tools lifespan and gives
off an excellent surface
finish. This also applies
to difficult-to-machine materials such as:
–
–
–
–
–
–

chromium-nickel steel
chromium-molybdenum steel
silicon steel
18.8 stainless steel
titanium
titanium alloys etc.

Thread whirling is an ingenious machining method which, when combined
with the ideal process parameters, has
enormous potential as well as being very
economical.

Photo: F.Gloor AG

Described as a special type of milling, thread whirling is gaining in popu-

lubricants and cutting oils becomes necessary. MOTOREX is therefore assisting
leading machine and tool manufacturers
with the development of new technologies, using cutting-edge products to
ensure success in real-life situations.

Logarithmic relief simplifies resharpening
throughout the tool’s service life.
A. Constant relief angle
B. Constant tooth face angle
C. Resharpened tooth face, relief angle
and profile shape remain constant
Photo: F.Gloor AG

Photo: Tornos SA

Cost-efficient and accurate: thread whirling

mentary machining by whirling them to
their final dimension. Unlike conventional processes such as thread chasing or
tapping, whirling only produces short
burrs, a property which greatly simplifies
the series machining of very small internal
threads, or even makes it possible in the
first place. As a result, any screw from
a diameter of just 1 mm – or even less –
can be efficiently threaded by whirling.
Thread whirling produces very high
surface finish qualities without any additional processing.

To find out more, please visit
www.motorex.com and www.gloorag.ch

This single-tooth miniature internal thread
whirling tool from Friedrich GLOOR AG
is used on machines that use highfrequency spindles. It rotates at speeds
of up to 60,000 rpm.
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Cool ideas

You’re never too young to be

a MOTOREX fan!
Motorbikes and motorbike races are a national passion in Portugal, and everybody, no matter how young or old, wants to be
involved. One such fan is 10-year-old Carla Francisco, the
daughter of an enthusiastic MOTOREX dealer from Lisbon.
Carla decided a pair of MOTOREX overalls was just the outfit
to be seen in at last September’s motorbike Grand Prix at the
Autodromo Fernanda Pires da Silva in Estoril. A clever choice,
since her MOTOREX fashion statement made her easy to spot
in the crowds and she could almost have passed for a member
of the KTM Red Bull Road Racing Team!
The MOTOREX magazine team would like to thank Carla
and her father for sending in their original snapshot.

The vmax technology.

Do you have a snapshot for the MOTOREX magazine? Send the photo (in 300 dpi high resolution if it is in digital format) together with
a short description to us at: BUCHER AG Langenthal, MOTOREX magazine, Postfach, CH-4901 Langenthal, Switzerland. Thank you!

Did you know that...
...you can even find MOTOREX on models?
Now that a lifelike 1:12 scale model of the Yamaha Majesty is on the market,
even motorbike modelers are familiar with the MOTOREX brand and its
“Oil of Switzerland” slogan. The attractive MOTOREX-green model was launched
by the well-known model manufacturer Aoshima. The idea for the model comes
from the racing team of Daytona International Trading Corporation in Mori-Machi,
the Japanese importer of MOTOREX’s MOTO LINE.
The kit can be purchased from good model shops or – if you speak Japanese –
directly from Daytona’s website at www.daytona.co.jp.

• Optimized performance
guaranteed

Good luck!
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Lubrication
CH-4901 Langenthal
Tel. ++41 (0)62 919 74 74
Fax ++41 (0)62 919 76 96
www.motorex.com

Hot prospects for cold days!
Knitted cap
Anthracite, with sewn-on
MOTOREX label.1 size fits all.
Article no.4.45

Winter jacket
Breathable and waterproof
2-in-1 jacket, dark blue.
Shell:100% Taslan polyamide/
outer fabric 2:100% Oxford Tactel
polyamide.
Liner in 100% polyester fleece
(can also be worn separately)
Available in sizes S – XXL.
Article no.4.96 + size

Sweatshirt
Anthracite black sweatshirt
with light-gray detail.
80% cotton, 20% polyester.
With collar and short zipper.
Available in sizes S – XXL.
Article no.4.95A + size

Gilet
Outer material:nylon, anthracite/
inner fabric:polyester microfleece, black.
The gilet is reversible.
With mobile phone pocket
and 2 side pockets on the nylon side
and 2 side pockets on the fleece side.
Available in sizes S – XXL.
Article no.4.97 + size

Knitted pullover
Dark gray, 100% cotton.
With attractive V-neck crew collar.
Available in sizes S – XXL.
Article no.4.94 + size

For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine. Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability, price and delivery time of the
above articles.Thank you.

